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Molift EvoSling
Comfort, functionality  
and safety



Molift EvoSling
Molift has been manufacturing 
high quality hoists and slings for 
generations. Quality, comfort and 
safety are key considerations during 
product development. We offer a 
wide range of sling models and 
sizes ensuring we have a solution, 
whatever the users requirements.

What are the  
user’s requirements?
For people who need help with mobility, it’s 
important that the sling is both comfortable 
and safe. It must facilitate transfers and meet 
the user’s requirements.

Comfort, function and safety
Our slings have been developed in conjunction 
with carers and users, in order to meet their 
requirements in terms of functionality, comfort 
and safety. The slings must be comfortable 
and secure, while at the same time being easy 
to work with for both the user and carer.

Our standard models are designed for use in 
the usual types of transfers and are suitable 
for most users. They are available in three 
different back heights: HighBack, MediumBack 
and LowBack. We know that users may have 
a wide variety of requirements, so we’ve 
designed additional models with specific 
features to meet their needs, including the 
EvoSling Hygiene and EvoSling Ampu.

The design of our slings ensures that they 
distribute weight and pressure evenly for 
maximum safety and comfort.

Individual testing
We recommend individual testing, and offer 
a wide range of different models and sizes. 
To assist therapists with this we have a Sling 
Assessment Guide.
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Features

EvoSling  
MediumBack  

Padded.

Flexibility
Multiple hoisting loops on both 
head and leg supports allow the 
distance to the suspension and 
the user’s sitting angle to be 
adjusted.

Padding
Padding in back and leg 
support distributes the weight 
over a larger area, making the 
sling more comfortable for the 
user.

Belt
EvoSling Hygiene has a belt for 
extra safety as well as anti-slip 
protection on the inside.

Guide straps
Guide straps assist with 
positioning during the lifting 
process.

Colour coding
Colour coding of hoisting loops 

helps you find the right fit.

Three different  
back heights

HighBack, MediumBack and 
LowBack to suit different needs.

Labelling
Clear, practical information on 
a highly visible label. Washing 

instructions and technical 
information are found in a 

protective pocket at the back. 

Application pocket
Pockets in the back and on the 
leg supports make application 

easier.



EvoSlings Detailed information

Recommended user weight
XS  17 – 25 kg
S 25 – 50 kg
M 45 – 95 kg
L 90 – 160 kg
XL 160 – 240 kg
XXL 230 – 300 kg

Materials
Polyester
PE-cellfoam (padded models)

Washing instructions

Washing temperature 60-85°C / 140-185°F
Washing at higher temperatures wears out the material faster.

Colour coding

XS S M L XL XXL
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Informative, clear labelling
The large label contains all the information you will need 
for day-to-day use. Washing instructions, serial number 
and other technical information can be found behind the 
label in a pocket which protects against wear and tear 
during washing.

Periodic inspection
The sling has a label on which you can record when a 
periodic inspection has taken place. It can be found in 
the label pocket. By recording the date on which the sling 
is first used on the label, you can plan when the first 
inspection should take place.

Materials
The polyester slings are hardwearing and durable. The 
material is flexible and easy to maintain and has a dirt-
repellent surface.

The polyester net slings are equally hardwearing, durable and 
flexible. The material also offers good ventilation.

Polyester net Polyester
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Molift EvoSling HighBack
for users who need a lot of support

Comfortable support 
EvoSling HighBack supports the entire back and has a 
comfortable head support. The sling is suitable for most 
users, including those with poor core and head stability.

EvoSling HighBack is suitable for lifting to and from a 
lying position, as well as from the floor. The sling provides 
a comfortable reclined sitting position.

The pocket in the lower back and on the leg supports 
facilitates application of the sling. 

Two options
Molift EvoSling HighBack comes with two options: 
polyester with padding in the back and leg supports and 
a soft polyester net with padded head and leg supports.

Padded Net Padded

Barcode according to GS1-128
(01)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(21)xxxxxxxx

(01):EAN number (21):Serial number

YYYY-MM

DK: HMI ?????

Molift EvoSling ???????

???????Size ??

Polyester / polyethylene

M

300660

EvoSling HighBack Padded

Molift EvoSling

Barcode according to GS1-128
(01)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(21)xxxxxxxx

(01):EAN number (21):Serial number

YYYY-MM

DK: HMI ?????

Molift EvoSling ???????

??????? Size ??

Polyester / polyethylene

M

300 660

EvoSling HighBack Padded

Molift EvoSling

Barcode according to GS1-128
(01)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(21)xxxxxxxx

(01):EAN number (21):Serial number

YYYY-MM

DK: HMI ?????

Molift EvoSling ???????

???????Size ??

Polyester / polyethylene

M

300660

EvoSling HighBack Padded

Molift EvoSling

Barcode according to GS1-128
(01)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(21)xxxxxxxx

(01):EAN number (21):Serial number

YYYY-MM

DK: HMI ?????

Molift EvoSling ???????

??????? Size ??

Polyester / polyethylene

M

300 660

EvoSling HighBack Net Padded

Molift EvoSling

 
Size Padded Net Padded 
XS 1722810 1722710
S 1722820 1722720
M 1722830 1722730
L 1722840 1722740
XL 1722850 1722750
XXL 1722860 1722760

Messurements

A

B

Size (A) Back height (B) Width
XS 70 cm 30 cm
S 80 cm 35 cm
M 93 cm 40 cm
L 100 cm 47 cm
XL 105 cm 54 cm
XXL 110 cm 60 cm

Easier positioning
The polyester net sling has a red seam in the 
middle of the back to help ensure that it is 
positioned symmetrically. EvoSling  

HighBack  
Net Padded
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Molift EvoSling MediumBack
for users who have head control but need full back support

Full back support
EvoSling MediumBack is a versatile model which is 
suitable for the most common lifting situations. The sling 
provides a comfortable upright sitting position with full 
back support.

Users place their arms inside the sling. A pocket in the 
lower back and on the leg supports facilitates application 
of the sling. The polyester net sling has a red seam in the 
middle of the back to help ensure that it is positioned 
symmetrically.

Two options
Molift EvoSling MediumBack comes with two options: 
polyester with padding in the back and leg supports and 
a soft polyester net with padded leg supports.

Padded Net Padded

Barcode according to GS1-128
(01)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(21)xxxxxxxx

(01):EAN number (21):Serial number

YYYY-MM

DK: HMI ?????

Molift EvoSling ???????

??????? Size ??

Polyester / polyethylene

M

300 660

EvoSling MediumBack Padded

Molift EvoSling

Barcode according to GS1-128
(01)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(21)xxxxxxxx

(01):EAN number (21):Serial number

YYYY-MM

DK: HMI ?????

Molift EvoSling ???????

??????? Size ??

Polyester / polyethylene

M

300 660

EvoSling MediumBack Net Padded

Molift EvoSling

 
Size Padded Net Padded
XS 1723010 1723110
S 1723020 1723120
M 1723030 1723130
L 1723040 1723140
XL 1723050 1723150
XXL 1723060 1723160

Messurements

A

B

Size (A) Back height (B) Width
XS 54 cm 30 cm
S 56 cm 37 cm
M 60 cm 49 cm
L 67 cm 57 cm
XL 70 cm 72 cm
XXL 73 cm 81 cm

EvoSling  
MediumBack 

Padded

EvoSling  
MediumBack  
Net
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Molift EvoSling LowBack
for active users with good core stability

Shoulder-height support
EvoSling LowBack is a versatile model which provides 
shoulder-height support. The sling provides a comfortable 
sitting position and users can place their arms inside or 
outside the sling.

A pocket in the lower back and pockets on the leg 
supports facilitate application of the sling. The polyester 
net sling has a red seam in the middle of the back to help 
ensure that it is positioned symmetrically.

Three options
Molift EvoSling LowBack comes with three options: 
polyester with padding in the back and leg supports and 
soft polyester net with or without padded leg supports.

Padded Net Net Padded

Barcode according to GS1-128
(01)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(21)xxxxxxxx

(01):EAN number (21):Serial number

YYYY-MM

DK: HMI ?????

Molift EvoSling ???????

??????? Size ??

Polyester / polyethylene

M

300 660

Molift EvoSling

EvoSling Lowback Padded

Barcode according to GS1-128
(01)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(21)xxxxxxxx

(01):EAN number (21):Serial number

YYYY-MM

DK: HMI ?????

Molift EvoSling ???????

??????? Size ??

Polyester / polyethylene

M

300 660

Molift EvoSling

EvoSling Lowback Net

Barcode according to GS1-128
(01)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(21)xxxxxxxx

(01):EAN number (21):Serial number

YYYY-MM

DK: HMI ?????

Molift EvoSling ???????

??????? Size ??

Polyester / polyethylene

M

300 660

Molift EvoSling

EvoSling Lowback Net Padded

 
Size Padded Net Net Padded 
XS 1722310 1722410 1722510
S 1722320 1722420 1722520
M 1722330 1722430 1722530
L 1722340 1722440 1722540
XL 1722350 1722450 1722550
XXL 1722360 1722460 1722560

Messurements

A

B

Size (A) Back height (B) Width
XS 41 cm 40 cm
S 43 cm 43 cm
M 44 cm 48 cm
L 47 cm 55 cm
XL 51 cm 62 cm
XXL 55 cm 70 cm

EvoSling  
LowBack  

Net

EvoSling  
LowBack
Padded
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Molift EvoSling Hygiene
For users with good core stability and muscle tone

Easy to position
EvoSling Hygiene has a low back and a large leg support 
opening to facilitate dressing and undressing when using 
the toilet.

Application pockets
Molift EvoSling Hygiene is made of polyester and has a 
padded back and padded leg supports. The application 
pockets on the leg supports makes positioning them 
easier.

Extra security
EvoSling Hygiene has a belt for added security during 
lifting. 

Padded

Barcode according to GS1-128
(01)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(21)xxxxxxxx

(01):EAN number (21):Serial number

YYYY-MM

DK: HMI ?????

Molift EvoSling ???????

??????? Size ??

Polyester / polyethylene

M

300 660

EvoSling Hygiene

Molift EvoSling

 
Size Padded
XS 1722210
S 1722220
M 1722230
L 1722240
XL 1722250
XXL 1722260

Messurements
A

B

Size (A) Back height (B) Width
XS 29 cm 35 cm
S 33 cm 46 cm
M 33 cm 52 cm
L 33 cm 70 cm
XL 34 cm 73 cm
XXL 35 cm 76 cm

EvoSling  
Hygiene
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Molift EvoSling Ampu MediumBack
For users with an amputated leg or with poor muscle tone

Secure and comfortable
EvoSling Ampu MediumBack has a narrow leg support 
opening and a shoulder-height back. The sling’s leg 
supports are wrapped under the legs. The leg support 
straps are passed through the strap guide loop to keep 
the leg supports together. A small leg support opening 
minimises the risk of the user slipping through the sling.

A pocket in the lower back and on the leg supports 
facilitates application of the sling. The sling has a red 
seam in the middle of the back to help ensure that it is 
positioned symmetrically.

Anti-slip for added security
EvoSling Ampu is made of polyester net and has anti-
slip material on the inside under the buttocks to provide 
added security during lifting. The user has a comfortable 
reclined sitting position. The leg supports are padded for 
optimum comfort.

Net Padded

Barcode according to GS1-128
(01)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(21)xxxxxxxx

(01):EAN number (21):Serial number

YYYY-MM

DK: HMI ?????

Molift EvoSling ???????

??????? Size ??

Polyester / polyethylene

M

300 660

Molift EvoSling

EvoSling Ampu MediumBack
Net Padded

 
Size Net Padded
XS 1722210
S 1722220
M 1722230
L 1722240
XL 1722250
XXL 1722260

Messurements

A

B

Size (A) Back height (B) Width
XS 29 cm 35 cm
S 33 cm 46 cm
M 33 cm 52 cm
L 33 cm 70 cm
XL 34 cm 73 cm
XXL 35 cm 76 cm

EvoSling Ampu  
MediumBack
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Molift EvoSling Comfort MediumBack
A full body support sling for users who need extra support

Support under  
the entire sitting area
EvoSling Comfort MediumBack Net is a full-body support 
sling without split leg support and with a shoulder-height 
back. The sling gives the user support under the entire 
sitting area and is ideal for users with joint problems or 
high sensitivity to pain.

The sling is positioned under the user in the lying 
position. It is made of polyester net, which provides good 
ventilation and can be left in the wheelchair underneath 
the user.

Adjustable sitting angle
Multiple hoisting loops on both the head and leg 
supports allow the sitting angle to be adjusted.

The sling has a red seam in the middle of the back to 
help ensure that it is positioned symmetrically.

Guide straps
The guide straps are built into the side straps 
to ensure that the sling is comfortable.

EvoSling Comfort  
Medium Back

Net

Barcode according to GS1-128
(01)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(21)xxxxxxxx

(01):EAN number (21):Serial number

YYYY-MM

DK: HMI ?????

Molift EvoSling ???????

??????? Size ??

Polyester / polyethylene

M

300 660

EvoSling Comfort MediumBack

Molift EvoSling

 
Size Net
XS 1722610
S 1722620
M 1722630
L 1722640
XL 1722650
XXL 1722660

Messurements

A

B

Size (A) Back height (B) Width
XS 77 cm 85 cm
S 90 cm 86 cm
M 102 cm 94 cm
L 115 cm 113 cm
XL 118 cm 120 cm
XXL 120 cm 126 cm
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Molift EvoSling Shadow HighBack
A flexible sling that adapts to the contours of the body

May be left in place  
in a wheelchair or seat
EvoSling Shadow HighBack is a high sling with a split leg 
support, ensuring comfort and flexibility. This model suits 
users with need for extra support, as it adapts to the 
contours of the body. 

Shadow Highback works in many hoisting situations, 
but is particularly suitable for transfers to wheel-chairs, 
including those with moulded seats, when the sling 
needs to be left in place under the user. 

The EvoSling Shadow has six suspension straps with 
several suspension loops, giving it flexibility. The sitting 
angle and head support can be adjusted to the individual 
user, and the user’s arms may be placed inside or 
outside the sling. 

Follows the contours of the body
The EvoSling Shadow HighBack is made from a flexible 
polyester mesh which is permeable to moisture and heat. 
This model has no pockets or padding and has an extra-
thin edge strip. The EvoSling Shadow can be left in place 
in the wheelchair or seat after the transfer.

The head support is adjustable to three different 
positions. The larger sizes, M-XL have a curved head 
support.

EvoSling Shadow
HighBack

Net

 
Size Net
XS 1723900
S 1723910
M 1723920
L 1723930
XL 1723940
XXL 1723950

Messurements

A

B

Size (A) Back height (B) Width
XS 65 cm 28 cm
S 71 cm 30 cm
M 78 cm 31 cm
L 90 cm 33 cm
XL 98 cm 40 cm
XXL 102 cm 51 cm
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Product (sold in pairs) item no.
Etac Molift Strap Marker 1723600

Molift EvoSling accessories

Product item no.
Molift EvoSling Support 1723400

Molift EvoSling Support
Accessories for slings without head support
The head support is attached to the sling and its length can be adjusted as required using the plastic 
buckle. It gives the user comfortable support for the head and is a useful addition when the user 
requires more support.

Product (sold in pairs) Size item no.
Molift EvoSling Soft Padding XS-M 1723710
Molift EvoSling Soft Padding L-XXL 1723810
Molift EvoSling Hygiene Soft Padding XS-XXL 1723740

Molift EvoSling Soft Padding
For pressure-sensitive users
EvoSling Soft Padding consists of pressure-relieving padded sleeves which are slipped over the leg 
parts of slings with split-leg support.

Product Size item no.
Molift EvoSling Extension loop 16 (+9) cm 1723510
Molift EvoSling Extension loop 25 (+18) cm 1723520

Molift EvoSling Extension Loop
Straps for easier adjustment
Used to extend the hoisting straps or to keep the leg supports together on slings with split-leg 
support.

Molift Strap Marker
For marking a selected hoisting loop for head or leg support hoisting straps. Mark the hoisting loops 
selected during individual testing of the sling.
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Molift EvoSling accessories

Product (sold in pairs) Size item no.
Molift EvoSling FlexiStrap, standard 15 x 95 cm 1723310
Molift EvoSling FlexiStrap, wide 25 x 95 cm 1723330

Molift EvoSling FlexiStrap
Avoid heavy lifting
The Molift EvoSling FlexiStrap is used to easily and comfortably lift a leg or arm during 
care or handling. The hoisting strap is made of padded polyester and comes in two widths. 
There is a pocket on one side of the strap to facilitate positioning.

Product (sold in pairs) Size item no.
Immedia SlingOn - Small 80 x 100 cm IM437/S
Immedia SlingOn - Medium 80 x 170 cm IM438
Immedia SlingOn - Large 120 x150 cm IM437

Immedia SlingOn
When the user can’t be turned onto their side
EvoSling Soft Padding consists of pressure-relieving padded sleeves which are slipped over the leg 
parts of slings with split-leg support.

Immedia SlingOn
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“Everyone should be able to live a free and independent life 
and pursue their dreams regardless of any physical circumstances”

For the latest news and continuously updated 
product information – visit: www.etac.com

Etac AB
Kista Science Tower
SE-164 51 Kista, Sweden
Tel +46 371 – 58 73 30
Fax +46 371 – 58 73 90
info@etac.se www.etac.com


